
 

EMI: An Expressive Mobile Interactive 
Robot 

Abstract 
In this paper, we explore how the emotional behavior 
of a robot affects interactions with humans. We 
introduce the EMI platform, an “Expressive, Mobile and 
Interactive robot”, consisting of a circular diff-drive 
robot base equipped with a rear-projected expressive 
face, and omni-directional microphone for voice-
interaction. We exhibited the EMI robot at a public 
event, in which attendees were given the option to 
interact with the robot and participate in a survey and 
observational study. The survey and observations 
focused on the effects of the robot’s expressiveness in 
interactions with users of different ages and cultural 
backgrounds. From the survey responses, video 
observations and informal interviews we highlight key 
design decisions in EMI that resulted in positive user 
reactions. 
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Introduction 
In the study of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), there is 
an interest in developing solutions for social 
interactions between humans and autonomous robots. 
As robots operate in human inhabited spaces, the 
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Figure 1: EMI and other robots 
mapped into different design 
features (1. [10] 2. [11], 3. [3], 
4. [9], 5. [14], 6. [2], 7. [6], 8. 
[16], 9. [1], 10. [4], 11. [15], 12. 
[5]) 

 



 

environment can become difficult to interpret and 
complex to navigate. One approach in managing a 
situation in which a robot reaches the limits of its 
capabilities, is to enlist human assistance in order to 
achieve its tasks. For example, a robot may ask for 
help removing insurmountable obstacles, or working 
around a self-diagnosed failure. These interactions 
require the robot to enlist help from an inattentive 
human. In human-human interaction a combination of 
verbal and physical actions is used to draw a potential 
helper’s attention, who typically will respond verbally to 
the request. For someone to agree to assist, several 
features seem to be linked: tone of voice, size of 
request, politeness, status and more [17]. For human-
robot interaction, we propose EMI – an expressive, 
mobile and interactive robot – to tackle this highly 
coupled challenge in an effort for it to work in our office 
environment. EMI was designed to be an emotional 
social robot that combines facial animation, voice, and 
motive expressiveness, in order to better enlist human 
assistance when necessary. We had an opportunity to 
test our robot design at a public exhibition that was 
held at our organization. During the event our aim was 
to better understand the aesthetic design decision we 
made with respect to the following questions: Does 
EMI’s expressiveness increase tolerance and patience of 
users communicating with the robot? Does EMI’s 
expressiveness make it more engaging? We also 
wanted to see how the responses differed between 
children and adults when interacting with the robot. We 
believe our observations will help contribute to 
improving future social robot design. 

EMI Robot 
We developed a new robot called EMI in an effort to 
better address the highly coupled HRI challenges for a 

robot operating in an office space. We examined 
various robot designs in the market and academia 
which influenced our design. They are categorized into 
different design space, which is shown in Figure 1.  

EMI’s physical structure is built upon the Turtle Bot 2E 
robot and is equipped with a 3D laser scanner and Intel 
RealSense D435 camera.  An Asus projector and a 
spherical lamp shade are used to create EMI’s face.  
Finally, a standard omni-directional USB microphone is 
used to receive speech input. EMI uses an onboard 
Intel NUC computer and the ROS framework [13] to 
integrate the subsystems and the various sensors to 
build its world-view. 

We crafted the facial animation, voice and motive 
expressiveness to form an identifiable personality. EMI 
is able to express different emotions using the 
projector, in conjunction with voice output, shown in 
Figure 3. Similar to smart speaker devices, EMI’s 
speech recognition is equipped with wake-up word 
detection and command recognition using the ASpIRE 
speech database [7] and Kaldi framework [12] for 
speech transcription.  It uses natural language 
understanding to convert the speech transcription to 
intent categories. EMI is built using the differential 
drive Kobuki base and can be controlled by temporal 
velocity commands to the motors to create movement.  

The aesthetic design of the EMI robot is influenced by 
the design guidelines on the development of emotional 
agents, proposed by Ruud et al., with respect to the 
key ideas: Emotion, Design, Recognition, and Reaction 
[8].   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: EMI’s architecture 

 



 

§ Emotion: Various design cues can be combined to 
formulate the emotional expression of the robot. EMI 
is designed with a larger spherical body (compared 
to its spherical head), a child-pitched voice and 
animated emotions in order to create its 
characteristic robot personality. 

§ Design and Recognition: The design and 
representation of emotion should generally be 
perceivable by humans. EMI’s spherical head and 
minimalist, cartoon-liked design creates an easily 
interpretable face. 

§ Reaction: The design should elicit positive reactions. 
EMI was designed to be adorable, aligned with the 
concept of ‘kawaii’ (cute), a prominent aspect of 
Japanese popular culture. 

 
User Study 
We conducted an experiment to explore the effects of 
the emotional responses of EMI while interacting with 
users. Our hypotheses were:  

§ The emotional behavior of EMI helps to increase 
tolerance and patience of users towards it.  

§ The emotional behavior of EMI helps to entice users 
to interact with it. 

We categorized the operation into two types. Since the 
input is user’s speech, user can ask Emi to response 
based on the speech commands.: 

1. Emotion Operation: Users can use speech 
commands to ask EMI to demonstrate a specific 
expression, saying commands such as “EMI, can 
you smile”, “EMI, can you cry”, “EMI, can you sing 
a song”, “EMI, bye-bye”. Accordingly, EMI is 
prepared with the corresponding expressions 

related to smiling, crying, singing and kissing 
goodbye. 

2. Collaboration Operation: We have designed a 
maze operation scenario for user to collaborate 
with Emi. Users can give directional commands 
moving EMI, such as “EMI, turn left”, “EMI, turn 
right”, “EMI, go forward”, “EMI, go backward” and 
“EMI, stop”. EMI responds with verbal feedback 
that it understood the command and the 
corresponding motive output. EMI also reacts to 
sensor inputs, such as, when it approaches 
obstacles (seen Table 1).  

 
The experiment took place at a demonstration booth at 
the Rakuten Technology Conference, which was open to 
the public seen in figure 4. Our booth was set up within 
the “Kids Park” area, visited mainly by families with 
children. An instruction manual listed the available 
commands and was prepared in both English and 
Japanese. All attendees could interact with the robot, 
but only those who agreed to the terms of our 
experiment and consented to the data collection policy 
are discussed in this paper. For those who agreed, we 
recorded their interaction and had them fill out a 
survey after operating the robot. During the study, we 
place Emi on our designed maze area. users were not 
required to follow any tasks and were free to interact 
with EMI based on the available commands, so they 
can either help Emi walk through the maze, or they can 
just simply ask Emi to show some emotion. They were 
not required to finish the maze task. If they didn’t want 
to continue, they can drop off at any time. When users 
looked confused about what to do, we would give them 
some instructions. After their interaction with EMI, 
visitors completed a survey about various aspects of 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: EMI’s expression design 
and actual visual appearance. 

 



 

the experience. A 5-point Likert scale (“strongly agree, 
agree and neutral, disagree and strongly disagree”) 
was used to seek their agreement with various 
statements. A summary of the survey questions and 
results is illustrated in figure 5. Questions requiring 
short answers, such as general comments about the 
robot or their impression of EMI’s personality, were also 
asked.  

In total, 33 users participated in the survey, 20 
Japanese speakers and 13 non-Japanese speakers. 
Their age ranges from 9 and 51 (M=31, SD = 15.2). 
Around half (51%) of the participants have previously 
interacted with robots, such as ‘Pepper’, a humanoid 
robot, designed for human interaction, typically as a 
store front receptionist. Besides that, we also had 
observation from the whole experiment period, which 
came from those who participated in the survey and 
those who didn’t, including participators’ children, who 
are not capable of answering questions.  

Result and Discussion 
Here we highlight our key findings from the survey and 
observations. We converted our ordinal data into 
interval values and used statistical methods to find 
correlations. We used these equivalences: Strongly 
disagree = 1, Disagree = 2, Neutral = 3, Agree = 4, 
Strongly Agree = 5. 

EMI as an emotional robot  
When asked if users agreed with the statement, “I feel 
that EMI has emotion and expresses its emotion 
clearly”, 76% of participants agreed or strongly agreed 
with this statement. One user specifically commented 
that the robot is “expressive and interactive”. Through 

a Mood’s Median Test, we found these results are not 
gendered (Mood’s Median Test with p = 0.68).  

Through our recordings we observed that users were 
often surprised or excited when they saw EMI’s positive 
reaction, making interjections like “aw” and “ooh”. 
When EMI was crying, some commented “かわいそう 
(poor thing)”. When EMI smiled users often smiled back 
at EMI and when EMI kissed good bye, we observed a 
few of our younger users waving back at EMI and one 
young user kissed EMI back on its (projected) face. 
From both the survey and observation data, EMI’s 
expressions were generally understood and accepted by 
users. 

Face is a relatively stronger factor compared to voice 
and motion. 
We prepared three questions related to EMI’s 
personality as follows, “I feel that EMI has its own 
personality because of its face”, “… voice” and “… 
motion”, we obtained medians of 4,3,3, respectively. 
However, Mood’s median test indicated their differences 
were not statistically significant (p = 0.89).  

Although the data does not provide strong evidence of 
the face’s significance, our observations indicate it was 
a strong factor. We observed many children being 
drawn to the round head, staring, pointing, touching, 
hugging and kissing it. Kids spent more time 
responding to EMI’s face than other features like its 
voice or motion. 

Tolerance and patience were mitigated 
We hypothesized that EMI mitigates user discomfort 
when errors occur. In our experiment, there were two 
types of failure: 1. Failing to give a response when 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: The demonstration 
booth. EMI saw the black block as 
obstacles.  

 

 

Environment  Voice  Emotion 

EMI receives 
the speech 
commands 
from users 

“Yes, sure”,  
“I see!” smile 

EMI cannot 
understand 
the commands 
from users 

“Sorry, I don’t 
understand”, 
“One more 
time, please” 

Sad 

The received 
commands 
will make EMI 
hit the wall in 

“Be careful” 
“Watch out” Fear 



 

a user utters a command. This occurred when the 
wake-word was not recognized. 2. Apologizing for 
not being able to understand and asking to repeat 
the command. With phrases like, “sorry, I don’t 
understand” or “sorry, one more time.” This occurred 
when EMI recognized the wake-word but the NLU failed 
to find a correlating intent from the command. 

The median response for “I was not upset when EMI 
was not responding” was 3. The responses were equally 
distributed, with 36% answered disagree or strongly 
disagree and 36% agree or strongly agree, while the 
rest remained neutral. Subsequently, when asked 
“When EMI didn’t understand me, I wanted to talk to 
EMI again”, the median response was 4, with 73% 
being agree or strongly agree. When EMI makes 
mistakes, users do indeed feel upset, but they were 
quite willing to give EMI a second chance. 

Our experiment was conducted in Japan and our 
visitors were composed of both native Japanese 
speakers and English speakers. Because of this, we 
additionally analyzed the possible difference between 
these groups. We found that English speakers (13 
users) provided more positive responses than Japanese 
speakers (20 users). For the statement “I was not 
upset when EMI was not responding”, the median for 
English speaker vs Japanese speaker was 4 and 2 
respectively. Interestingly, for the statement “When 
EMI didn’t understand me, I wanted to talk to EMI 
again” the median was 4 for both groups. Although the 
struggle from Japanese speakers to pronounce English 
makes them more frustrated with EMI, the tolerance 
and patience toward EMI was largely unaffected 
supporting hypothesis 1.  

Young kids treat EMI as a friend, while adults treat EMI 
as a child 
We observed that users of different age groups had 
unique attitudes toward EMI. Kids tended to enjoy 
physically interacting with the robot in friendly ways, 
such as hugging EMI’s face (shown in figure 6). Apart 
from EMI’s face, they also touched EMI’s shell and 
camera, showing interest in the embodiment. EMI is 
approximately the same size as a child age 4-5 ~0.9m 
and saw eye to eye with some of the child users.  
Adults showed less physical interaction with EMI, but 
showed strong sympathy, saving EMI from moving too 
close to the edge of the course. When describing the 
experience with EMI, two adult users compared EMI to 
a child. One couple stated that EMI is like their baby, 
when it moved to the edge, they got worried if it would 
get hurt, similar to how they saw their young baby 
learning to move. “Cute”, “sweet” and “lovely” were 
common attributes given to EMI’s personality.   
When asked about the statement, “Overall, I like 
interacting with EMI”, 70% agree or strongly agree. 
Along with users commenting they enjoyed the 
experience and “looking forward for a future with EMI.” 
The design decisions such as spherical head, projected 
animated face and voice created an effective social 
robot that promoted trust and tolerance. 

Aligning Results with Hypotheses  
Users perceived a relatively intimate social relationship 
with EMI supporting our hypotheses. 
Hypothesis 1 -- The emotional behavior of EMI helps to 
increase tolerance and patience of users towards EMI -- 
was supported by the data showing that a tolerance did 
not decrease between the Japanese speakers vs English 

 

 

Figure 5:  Visualization of survey 
result  

 



 

speakers even though the Japanese speakers felt 
greater frustration with the interaction.  
Hypothesis 2 – The emotional behavior of EMI helps to 
entice users to interact with EMI-- was supported by 
the observations of adult and child responses while 
interacting with the robot. 
 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we introduced EMI, an expressive, 
mobile, and interactive robot that is able to exhibit 
emotional behaviors, through the use of projected face, 
voice, and motion. We conducted an experiment to 
explore the effects of emotional and personal features 
in a human-robot interaction trial at a public event. We 
found that users were patient with EMI even when it 
failed. This tolerance did not diminish even from users 
who were more prone to encountering failures. From 
children we observed the importance of the spherical 
head to draw engagement and EMI’s childlike character 
helped adults empathize while commanding the robot. 
We think the design features of EMI provided 
interesting insights for future social robots.  We believe 
a commonly preferable animated emotion, a cute and 
characteristic voice together with expressive motion 
can help promote human-robot interactions. 

Our experiment was conducted in a public setting, 
which enabled us to observe interesting and natural 
behaviors. However, as it is a public event, two 
limitations are that we were not able to designate a 
control group, and that our sample number was limited. 
As future work, we intent to conduct a control study 
with two conditions, one with the robot in its current 
design configuration, and a control condition without 
the emotional and expressive features, in order to 
further validate our hypotheses empirically. 
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